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Fuzzy ontology mapping is an important tool to solve the problem of interoperation among heterogeneous
ontologies containing fuzzy information. At present, some researches have been done to expand existing
mapping methods to deal with fuzzy ontology. However, these methods can not perform well when
creating mappings among multiple fuzzy ontologies in a specific domain. To this end, this paper proposes
a new method for fuzzy ontology mapping called FOM-CG (Fuzzy Ontology Mapping based on
Conceptual Graph). To reduce unnecessary comparisons for multiple fuzzy ontologies in a domain, FOM-
CG firstly creates or finds out a Reference Ontology that contains the most common and shared
information. The other fuzzy ontologies in the domain are Source Ontologies. Then, these fuzzy ontologies
are transformed into conceptual graph sets (i.e. R-set and S-sets). Next, some algorithms are presented to
create mappings among conceptual graph sets. Finally, the obtained mappings are transformed into the
mappings among fuzzy ontologies. Experimental results with some fuzzy ontologies from the real world
indicate that FOM-CG performs encouragingly well.
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1 Introduction

The term ontology [19] is firstly used in the area of philosophy, and it means a “particular theory about
the nature of being or the kinds of existents. Although first used in the area of philosophy, the term
ontology has been used by researchers in a variety of areas such as artificial intelligence (AI),
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information retrieval (IR), database theory, and the Semantic Web [2]. In the Semantic Web,
ontologies are generally recognized as an essential knowledge base by providing a common
understanding of a domain of interest. It allows communication and knowledge sharing among
distributed users and applications. Meanwhile, the number of ontologies increases at a very rapid rate.
But many ontologies in the same specific application domain may be similar to each other, as they are
always used to represent the same thing with different viewpoints or representation methods. To this
end, ontology researchers define a new kind of ontology (i.e., reference ontology [11]) to provide
common and shared knowledge for a given application domain. More specifically, reference ontology
that is considered as a standard knowledge base is in advance created according to the knowledge on
the application domain, and the other ontologies, which are called as source ontologies, must be
defined by referring to the reference ontology. If no Reference Ontology is predefined in the domain,
we create or find out a Reference Ontology that contains the most common and shared information
about the domain.

Note that the conceptual formalism supported by the ontology structure is not sufficient for
handling imprecise and vague information that is commonly found in many application domains. In
order to solve this problem, fuzzy set theory proposed by L. A. Zadeh [24] is introduced into ontology
to generate a new knowledge base, i.e., fuzzy ontology (FO) [5]. Due to the higher level of expression
of fuzzy ontology, many researches have focused on it. To effectively manage and organize multiple
fuzzy ontologies in an application domain, mappings (i.e. semantic relationships) among these fuzzy
ontologies should be created. Nevertheless, many existing ontology mapping approaches (details refer
to Section 2) are designed for two classic ontologies, which are not sufficient for multiple fuzzy
ontologies. That is because that they can not deal with fuzzy information. In addition, they only
consider relationships between two ontologies. For this purpose, this paper provides a new method for
Fuzzy Ontology Mapping based on Conceptual Graph model [16], and we name it as FOM-CG. This
method is more suitable for multiple fuzzy ontologies composed of reference ontology and source
ontologies in an application domain. For the sake of convenience in creating mappings, FOM-CG
firstly transforms reference ontology and source ontologies into sets of conceptual graphs: R-set and S-
sets, respectively. Then, FOM-CG compares the generated conceptual graphs to create mappings that
can be divided into two types: R-set to S-sets (R-S) mappings and S-sets to S-sets (S-S) mappings.
Finally, according to the mappings among conceptual graph sets, FOM-CG obtains the mappings for
multiple fuzzy ontologies. Note that, the premise of creating mapping for two conceptual graphs from
different sets is that the similarity of them is greater than a predefined threshold provided by ontology
expert. Therefore, FOM-CG also takes the similarity calculation method for conceptual graphs as the
most important work during creating mappings.

Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:

 FOM-CG is used to create mappings among multiple fuzzy ontologies in an application domain.
To manage these fuzzy ontologies effectively, FOM-CG considers a fuzzy ontology that contains
the most common and shared information as reference ontology and the other fuzzy ontologies as
source ontologies.

 FOM-CG applies conceptual graph model to solve the problem of mappings among fuzzy
ontologies. More specifically, it provides a set of rules to transform fuzzy ontologies (i.e.,
reference ontology and source ontologies) into conceptual graph sets (i.e., R-set and S-sets), and
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then creates mappings among these sets by comparing the transformed conceptual graphs from
different sets.

 FOM-CG divided mappings among conceptual graph sets into two kinds: R-S mappings and S-S
mappings. All the S-sets are connected with R-set by R-S mappings, and these R-S mappings are
used to create S-S mappings among S-sets.

 FOM-CG proposes a series of algorithms to compare two sets of conceptual graphs. However,
these algorithms are based on the comparison of Relation-Entity pairs (RE-pairs) that are the
basic elements of conceptual graph. The notion of RE-pair is firstly put forward by us, and the
specific description of RE-pair is also provided in this paper.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: some related works about ontology and fuzzy
ontology are given in Section 2. Section 3 provides background knowledge, such as the formal
definitions of fuzzy ontology and conceptual graph. In Section 4, a new method for mappings among
multiple fuzzy ontologies in an application domain is proposed, which is called FOM-CG (Fuzzy
Ontology Mapping based on Conceptual Graph). An example of applying FOM-CG to solve a specific
problem of fuzzy ontology mapping is given in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 shows the general
conclusion.

2 Related work

At present, many methods about ontology mapping for classic ontologies have been done. For
example, Doan [8] proposed an ontology mapping system GLUE that applies machine learning
techniques to create semantic mappings for ontologies. Giunchiglia [10] presented an algorithm S-
Match for ontology, which uses a semantic thesaurus WordNet [13] for semantic matching between
textual descriptions of ontology entities (e.g. concepts and relations). Tous [21] applied a vector space
model for representing RDF labeled directed graphs translated from ontologies and this model was
applied to ontology mapping process. Eidoon [9] represented VBOM that modeled ontologies in a
vector space, and estimated their similarity degree by matching their concept vectors. Jean-Mary [12]
provided an algorithm of ontology mapping ASMOV, which uses four kinds of ontology information,
such as lexical information, external information, internal information, and individual information.
Tang [20] proposed the ontology mapping model of RiMOM based on risk model, which creates
mappings to reduce the risk of searching ontology. Pan [14] transformed ontologies into Bayesian
Networks, and created mappings of BNs instead of the mappings of ontologies. Zheng [26] created
mappings for ontologies based on the information of structure and instances. Buche [3] took the
ontology mapping problem as a rule application problem in the Conceptual Graph model. Croitoru [7]
proposed a (di)similarity measure based on the content and the structure of two graphs transformed
from ontologies.

Nevertheless, the above methods can not deal with uncertain information, in other words, they are
not fit for fuzzy ontologies. To this end, many efforts have focused on how to incorporate fuzzy set
theory [24] into ontology and its representation language OWL. In [17] and [18], Straccia respectively
proposed the fuzzy versions of ALC (D) and SHOIN (D), the corresponding OWL DL, the syntax and
semantics is also presented. Zhai [25] proposed a series of fuzzy ontology models with the help of
intuitionistic fuzzy set and fuzzy linguistic variable ontologies. Unfortunately, despite the popularity of
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fuzzy description logic and the model of fuzzy ontology, relative little literatures about fuzzy ontology
mapping have been carried out, such as [23], [22] and [1]. In [23], Xu defined the least upper bounds
for fuzzy concepts, and applied the approximate concept mapping approach. Wang [22] applied “sup-
min” a function for calculating the similarity between fuzzy sets, as a fuzzy concept can be represented
as a fuzzy set. Afef [1] applied different relationships such as subsume, equivalent and overlap
between fuzzy concepts, and reduced the problem of mapping fuzzy concepts to unsatisfiability
checking. However, when these methods are used to create mappings among multiple fuzzy ontologies
in an application domain, some problems have arisen, such as large computation quantity for
comparing entities belonging to different fuzzy ontologies. To this end, FOM-CG proposed by this
paper considers Reference Ontology (RO) as a standard ontology for an application domain to generate
and manage other fuzzy ontologies called Source Ontologies. In FOM-CG, the RO of an application
domain is given by predefining by experts or abstracting from the existed fuzzy ontologies, and the
focus of this method is on how to use RO to move up the efficiency of mappings among fuzzy
ontologies.

3     Preliminary

In this section, we recall some preliminaries on the definitions of fuzzy ontology and conceptual graph.

3.1  Fuzzy ontology

Fuzzy ontology is generated by incorporate fuzzy set theory into classic ontology. Therefore, it is a
kind of knowledge base that contains and deals with fuzzy/ vague/ imprecise/ uncertain information.
Some notions for fuzzy ontology have been proposed in the past researches, such as [6] and [4]. Based
on the previous efforts, we introduce the formal definition of Fuzzy Ontology for FOM-CG as follows.

Definition 1 (Fuzzy Ontology). The formal definition of Fuzzy Ontology (FO) is a quintuple (FO
= {FC, P, FR, I, A}) where:

 FC is the set of fuzzy concepts that are represented by properties and instances with
memberships. Each fuzzy concept C ∈ FC is a fuzzy set on the domain of instances C: I → [0, 1].

 P is the set of fuzzy concept properties that are considered as the attribute domains of fuzzy
concept. Each property P ∈ P is a basic unit for constructing fuzzy concept.

 FR is the set of fuzzy relations. Each R ∈ FR is a binary fuzzy relation with a membership degree
[0, 1] between a fuzzy concept and an entity such as a fuzzy concept, a property, and an instance.

 I is the set of instances that belong to fuzzy concepts with membership degrees [0, 1]. Each I ∈ I
is constituted by attribute values with respect to the properties (i.e., attribute domains) of fuzzy
concept.

 A is the set of axioms expressed in a proper logical language, for example asserting class
subsumption, equivalence, more generally to (fuzzily) constrain the possible values of concepts or
instances.

In traditional software development the project moves more clearly from a
requirements/specification phase, through successive designs that are evaluated and refined, until the
system is built. In Web development, there is far less clarity in these phases, with significant overlap.
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Designs are part of the build process, and lead through evaluation to a modification of specifications.
Designs become successively deeper, moving from flat screens to functional prototypes, and there is an
unclear distinction between the design process and the specification process, as in Figure 1.

3.2  Conceptual graph

A conceptual graph (CG) is a visual knowledge representation formalism based on the semantic
networks of artificial intelligence and the existential graphs of Charles Sanders Peirce. A CG can be
considered as a bipartite graph where two kinds of nodes are used to stand for concepts and conceptual
relations, respectively. It is a kind of knowledge model to represent complex logic relations among
concepts. For example, Figure 1 shows a CG for the sentence “John is going to Boston by bus”, in
which the rectangles stand for concepts, and the circles stand for conceptual relations. An arc pointing
toward a circle marks the first argument of the relation, and an arc pointing away from a circle marks
the last argument. The arrowhead can be omitted, if the central word of a CG is identified.

Person: 
John Go

Bus

City: 
BostonAgnt Dest

Inst

Figure 1 a CG for the sentence “John is going to Boston by bus”

Definition 3 (Conceptual Graph). The formal definition of Conceptual Graph (CG) is a 3-tuple
CG = {S, G, λ} where:

 S = (TC, TR, I, *) is a support, where TC is a finite, partially ordered set (poset) of concept types,
TR a finite set of relation types, I a countable set of individual markers used to refer to specific
concepts, * is the generic marker that refers to an unspecified concept of a specified type;

 G = (NC, NR, EG) is an ordered bipartite graph, where NC is a set of concept nodes labeled by the
concept types ∈ Tc or the individual markers ∈ I, NR a set of conceptual relation nodes labeled by
the relation types ∈  TR, and EG a set of edges;

 λ is a mapping function, which relats every node in the G to an element from the support S.

4     Applying Conceptual Graph to Fuzzy Ontology Mapping

In the section, we present a new method for Fuzzy Ontology Mapping based on Conceptual Graph,
which is called FOM-CG. This method firstly translates multiple fuzzy ontologies (i.e., reference
ontology and source ontologies) into sets of conceptual graphs (i.e. R-set and S-sets). In R-set and S-
sets, a CG represents a fuzzy concept (FC) and all the other entities that are relative to the FC with
fuzzy relationships. In this way, the problem of creating mappings among multiple fuzzy ontologies is
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translated into the problem of how to create mappings among the CG sets. Next, two mapping sub-
processes for FOM-CG are provided. In the first sub-process, mappings between R-set and S-sets are
created, and we name these mappings as R-S mappings. In the second sub-process, R-S mappings are
used to generate the mappings among S-sets, which are named by FOM-CG as S-S mappings. Finally,
FOM-CG obtains mappings among multiple fuzzy ontologies according to the mappings among CGs.
The main steps of FOM-CG are shown in Figure 2.

4.1. Generating conceptual graph sets: R-set and S-sets

The conceptual graph model has many advantages in application domains such as query and reasoning,
especially in similarity calculation. In order to bring in the conceptual graph model to deal with the
process of fuzzy ontology mapping, FOM-CG represents fuzzy ontologies by conceptual graph sets
where each CG is represented by a FC and all the other entities connecting to the FC with
relationships. However, the definitions for fuzzy ontology and the support of conceptual graph
provided in Section 3 indicate that the two models have some similarities, although they represent
knowledge by different ways. For this reason, we provide the transformation method from a fuzzy
ontology to a support. Then, using the support and the structure of fuzzy ontology FOM-CG generates
CGs. Therefore, the process of representing can be divided into two steps that are respectively used to
generate the support and CGs based on structure of fuzzy ontology.

Fuzzy ontologies :
Reference ontology and Source ontologies 

Conceptual graph sets :
 R-set and S-sets

Mappings between fuzzy ontologies

Mappings between R-set and S-sets:
R-S mappings

Mappings among S-sets:
S-S mappings

Figure 2 The process of FOM-CG

In the first step, a transformation function (ϕ) is usually used, and the specific transformation rules
are as follows:

(1) TC = ϕ(FC) ∨ ϕ(P), i.e., fuzzy concepts (FC) and properties (P) in fuzzy ontology are all
translated to concept types of the support, and organized by hyponymy to form a hierarchy (TC).
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(2) TR = ϕ(FR) ∨ ϕ(A), i.e., fuzzy relationships (FR) and axioms (A) are all translated to relation
types of the support. Note that, there are five kinds of relation types: “Is-parent-of”, “Is-child-of”, “Is-
relative-to”, “Has-instance”, “Has-property”.

(3) I = ϕ(I), i.e., instances of fuzzy concepts are translated to instances of concept types.

The above-mentioned transformation method is complete. To explain it, let us summarize the
correspondence between the elements of fuzzy ontology and the elements of conceptual graph. It is
easy to find that the five elements (i.e., FC, FR, P, I, and A) can be mapped into the corresponding
elements in the support using the transformation function ϕ. More specifically, the mapping
relationships are composed by FC ∨ P → TC, FR ∨ A → TR, and I → I. To sum up, the translation
does not cause information loss.

In the second step, FOM-CG generates a conceptual graph set for a fuzzy ontology. Each
conceptual graph in this set is composed of an entry, some entities, and relation types connecting the
entry and elements. Now, let us give an example to explain how to represent a fuzzy concept and its
adjacent entities (i.e., fuzzy concepts, instances and properties) as a CG.

Example 1: some information of fuzzy concept A in a fuzzy ontology is shown in Figure 3. Fuzzy
concepts are represented by rectangles, the properties (P1 to Pm) of A are represented by squares, and
the instances (I1 to In) belonging to FC A are represented by diamonds. Meanwhile, FC A is related to
FC C1 and C2 with hypernym (Is-parent-of), related to FC P with hyponym (Is-child-of), and related to
FC D with predicate-relationship (Is-relative-to). As related to the definition 1 for fuzzy ontology, all
the relations are labeled by the membership αi, where the subscript “i” represents the corresponding
element.

I1

In

...
αI1

αIn

αC1 αC2 αD

αP P1

...

Pm

αP1

αPm

P

A

C1 C2 D

Figure 3 Fuzzy Concept A and its elements
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It is easy to see that FC A is a central entity (i.e., entry) that is connected by all the other entities.
Hence, FOM-CG takes FC A as an entry of CG, the objects relating to the entry as entities, and the
connections between A and objects as relationships. Besides, instances are used to enrich the
information of fuzzy concept, and they are connected by the relation type “Has-instance”. The
representation result is shown in Figure 4, where the rectangles are called concept nodes, and the ovals
are called conceptual relation nodes. It is worthwhile to note that: entities in a CG are classified by the
five kinds of relation types. This will bring a lot of convenience for FOM-CG to compare CGs and
compute similarities for CGs in the next step.

αI1

αIn

αP

αB

αC

αD

αPm

αP1

...

...

FC: A

FC: B

FC: C

FC: D

Is-parent-of

Is-relative-to

I1

In

Has-instanc

FC: PIs-child-of

P1

Pm

Has-property

Figure 4 Conceptual Graph CGA translated from Fuzzy Concept A

Following the above method of generating a CG based on a fuzzy concept, a fuzzy ontology can
be translated into a CG set. According to reference ontology and source ontologies as input, FOM-CG
generates conceptual graph sets R-set and S-sets, respectively.

4.2. Creating R-S mappings between R-set and S-sets

There was a very strong feeling (average rating 4.4 on a 0-5 scale) that clients did not well understand
the capabilities of the technologies. Similarly it was felt (average rating 4.2) that clients did not
understand their own needs as they related to the technology. Perhaps surprisingly, anecdotal evidence
indicated that respondents felt that clients had a low understanding of their own organisations and
existing processes (most of the time undocumented) that need to be changed to allow for the effective
integration of the new system. There was a majority consensus (i.e. 83% responding as Strongly Agree
or Agree) that there needed to be a process at the beginning of the projects focussed on educating their
clients.
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As is known to all, many source ontologies are derived from the reference ontology by modifying,
adding, or deleting some information. Obviously, the mappings between R-set and S-sets can be
considered as clues that are useful for creating mappings among S-sets. In fact, an R-S mapping is a
CG-pair that is made up of two CGs, where a CG is from R-set and the other one from S-sets. To the
end, this section proposes a method to compare CGs and compute similarity for them.

In practice, the comparison of two CGs is difficult as many elements contained in the two CGs
should be considered. To solve the problem, we divide each CG into fragments called Relation-Entity
pairs (RE-pairs), and compare these RE-pairs to calculate the similarity for CGs. More specifically, a
RE-pair is composed of a relation type and an entity, and the relation type is connected with the entity
in CG.

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Entry

E1

E2

R1:αE1

R2:αE2

ExRx:αEx

Entry'

E1'

E2'

R1':αE1'

R2':αE2'

EY'RY':αEY'

CG CG'

X Y

Figure 5 two CGs composed of RE-pairs

Example 2: Figure 5 shows two sketch maps of CG and CG', where CG contains x entities, and
CG' contains y entities. After decomposing them we obtain many RE-pairs, and each pair is
represented as a pair (Relation-type, Entity). To compare effectively, two RE-pair sets (i.e. {RE}X and
{RE'}Y) are created shown in Table 1, where X and Y are respectively the numbers of entities
belonging to the two RE-pair sets. Thus, the problem of mapping between fuzzy concepts is translated
to the problem of how to calculate the similarity for RE-pair sets.

Table 1 RE-pair sets

{RE} {RE'}
(R1: αE1, E1) (R1': αE1', E1')
(R2: αE2, E2) (R2': αE2', E2')

… …
(RX: αEX, EX) (RX': αEX', EX')

Before explaining how to calculate the similarity of two sets of RE-pairs, we firstly provide the
function “sim_p-p” to calculate the similarity of two RE-pairs. Take the data shown in Table 1 as an
example, we can use the following formula to calculate the similarity between REi = (Ri:аEi, Ei)
belonging to {RE}X and REj' = (Rj':аEj', Ej') belonging to {RE'}Y.
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Here, sim(Ri, Rj') is the semantic similarities of relation types, and sim(Ei, Ej') is the semantic
similarities of entities. The calculation methods for sim(Ri, Rj') and sim(Ei, Ej') are respectively shown
in formula (2) and (3). In the formula (2), the value of sim(Ri, Rj') is 1 only if Ri is identical with Rj',
otherwise, the value is 0. Previous transformation from fuzzy ontology to conceptual graph has
provided the five kinds of relation types shown in Figure 4. Therefore, it is easy for us to compute the
semantic similarities of relation types. However, the entities are varied, which contain more semantic
information. Thus, formula (3) appears more complex, and the notion of information content (IC) [15]
is introduced into it to calculate to the semantic similarities of entities. In the formula (3), E represents
the least common ancestor of Ei and Ej' in the semantic lexicon such as WorldNet [13], and IC(E) = -
log P(E), where P(E) is the probability of E.
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Next, we provide the definition of the “sim_p-s” algorithm for calculating the similarity of a RE-
pair w.r.t. a set of RE-pairs. This algorithm compares the RE-pair (Ri:аEi, Ei) with all the RE-pairs in
the set of {RE'}, and the objective of this algorithm is to find out the maximal value as the similarity of
a RE-pair w.r.t. a set of RE-pairs.

Algorithm sim_p-s(RE-pair (Ri:аEi, Ei), RE-pair-set {RE'}Y)
Similarity = 0
Foreach j = 1 to Y

If Similarity < sim_p-p((Ri:аEi, Ei), (Rj':аEj', Ej'))
Similarity = sim_p-p((Ri:аEi, Ei), (Rj':аEj', Ej'))

EndIf
EndForeach
Return Similarity

Based on the above efforts, we propose the “sim_s-s” algorithm that is able to calculate the
similarity of two sets of RE-pairs. This algorithm is implemented by calling the algorithm “sim_p-s”.
In details, a similarity for each RE-pairs in {RE}X w.r.t. {RE'}Y are calculated by “sim_p-s”, and the
similarity between {RE}X and {RE'}Y are calculated by the formula Xsimilarity

X

i
i /)(

1
∑
=

.

Algorithm sim_s-s(RE-pair-set {RE}, RE-pair-set {RE'})
Sum = 0
Foreach i = 1 to X

Sum = Sum + sim_p-s((Ri:аEi, Ei), {RE'})
EndForeach
Similarity = Sum / X
Return Similarity
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Now, the CGs in the R-set can be compared with the CGs in S-sets. The similarities between these
candidate pairs, where a CG is from R-set and the other one is from S-sets, is computed by the
algorithm “sim_s-s”. Finally, according to the threshold of similarity given by experts, the mappings
between R-set and S-sets are created. Moreover, the threshold is alterable to ensure that the accuracy
and recall of FOM-CG could meet the requirement proposed by experts.

4.3. Creating mappings among CGs in S-sets

This section focuses on the similarity calculation for CGs in S-sets. However, this method is different
from the method in Section 4.2. Concretely, the method can be divided into two parts. In the first part,
all the CGs in S-sets are classified into groups according to the R-S mappings. The purpose of
classifying is to put together the CGs that are similar to the same CG in R-set. The benefit of doing so
is to avoid the comparisons for the CGs that have little common characteristics, and to move up the
efficiency of comparison. During the grouping, FOM-CG labels all the RE-pairs of CGs in a group
with the similar RE-pairs of CGs in R-set. In the second part, an algorithm “sim_c-c” is provided to
compute the similarity of any two CGs belonging to the same group. The algorithm is implemented
based on the comparisons of the labels of RE-pairs.

4.3.1 Classifying CGs in S-sets into groups by R-S mappings

For a CG (e.g. CGA) in R-set, some CGs from different S-sets are mapped to it. To be convenience for
explanation, we put these CGs mapping to CGA into a group named as GroupCGA. According to the
thinking of the “sim_s-s” algorithm, these CGs in the group are similar to CGA in R-set. It is
reasonable to suppose that these CGs may be similar to each other, as they possess some common
characteristics hidden in CGA. Conversely, given a CG (e.g. CGB) in S-sets that is not mapped to CGA,
it is almost impossible that the CGB is similar to any CG in the GroupCGA. To this end, in order to move
up the efficiency of comparison for the CGs in S-sets, FOM-CG classifies the CGs in S-sets into
groups according to the mappings from R-set to S-sets. More specifically, all the CGs in a group are
mapped to the same CG of R-set, and the names of CGs in R-set are used to labeled these groups,
respectively.

However, it is also a troublesome work to compare CGs in a group, because the group may
contains many CGs, and any two CGs should be found out and compared. To solve this problem,
FOM-CG labels all the RE-pairs of CGs in a group with pairs each of which contains an index and a
similarity. The index can be used to find out the similar RE-pair of CGs in R-set. Thus, comparing RE-
pairs can be realized by the comparison of their labels. More specifically, a label is composed of two
parts, and represented as the pair (Index, Similarity). The following is an example to explain how to
generate a label for a RE-pair.

Example 3: Suppose that CGA that is a CG in R-set is similar to CGB' that is a CG in S-sets, and a
RE-pair (e.g. REi) belonging to CGA is similar to a RE-pair (e.g. REj') belonging to CGB'. The
similarity of the two RE-pairs is represented by the capital letter “S” calculated by the algorithm
“sim_p-p” in Section 4.2. When the CGB' is put into the group GroupCGA, FOM-CG labels all the RE-
pairs of CGB' with the similar RE-pairs of CGA and the similarity, such as REj': (Ai, S). Conversely,
based on the “Index” (i.e. Ai) of label (Ai, S) of REj', we know that the i-th RE-pair in CGA is similar to
REj', and the similarity of the two RE-pairs is “S”.
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4.3.2 Comparing the labeled CGs in groups

After classifying, all the RE-pairs of CGs in a group are labeled by the same set of RE-pairs. It is easy
to see that the labels of RE-pairs are not only simpler than RE-pairs but also easy to be compared.
Therefore, the comparison of RE-pairs in groups can be replaced by the comparison of their labels.
Next, FOM-CG illustrates how to compute the similarity of two CGs in a group by the comparison of
labels of RE-pairs, in details.

Suppose that two CGs (CG and CG') are respectively composed of two RE-pair sets {RE}X and
{RE'}Y, where X and Y are the cardinalities of sets. The following algorithm “sim_c-c” can be used to
compute the similarity of CG and CG'. In the algorithm “sim_c-c”, some functions should be stated.
The function Group(CG) returns the name of group that contains CG. The function Index(RE) returns a
value that is the serial number of the similar RE-pair of CG in R-set. The function S(RE) returns the
similarity of RE-pairs.

Algorithm sim_c-c(CG, CG')
Sum = 0
If Group(CG) == Group(CG') //the compared CGs are from the same group
Foreach i = 1 to X

Foreach j = 1 to Y
If Index(REi) == Index(REj')

If S(REi) < S(REj')
Sum = Sum + S(REi) / S(REj')

Else
Sum = Sum + S(REj') / S(REi)

EndIf
EndIf

EndForeach
EndForeach
Similarity = Sum / Max(X,Y)
EndIf
Return Similarity

The algorithm “sim_c-c” has two characteristics: (1) only the CGs in the same group are allowed
to be compared; (2) the similarity between two CGs is calculated by comparing the labels of their RE-
pairs. Finally, according to the similarities calculated by Algorithm sim_c-c, FOM-CG creates
mappings among S-sets (S-S mappings).

5     An example illustration

In this section, we apply the proposed method, i.e., FOM-CG, to create mappings among fuzzy
ontologies that are on the domain of supermarket. Our goals are to introduce the mapping process of
FOM-CG in details, to evaluate the matching accuracy of FOM-CG, and to verity that FOM-CG can be
sufficient for creating mappings among multiple fuzzy ontologies in an application domain.

Figure 6 shows three fragments of fuzzy ontologies that are composed of a reference ontology and
two source ontologies. Obviously, all the fuzzy concepts are connected by fuzzy relations (Is-child-of
and Is-parent-of) with memberships, and properties and instances belong to fuzzy concepts by fuzzy
relations (Has-property and Has-instance) with memberships. To be convenience for explanation,
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FOM-CG uses letters in round brackets to label the corresponding fuzzy concepts, instances and
properties.

Supermarket (A)

Merchandise (B)

Foods (C) Commodities (D)

B-Name (P1
B):0.98

ShapeCode (P 2
B):1.00

Price (P4
B):0.94

...

Flour (I 1
C):1.00 

Meet (I 2
C):0.97 

Rice (I3
C ):1.00 

Salt (I4
C):0.96 

...

Soy (I5
C):0.94

Towel (I4
D):0.95

Notebook (I3
D):0.97

Glass (I2
D):0.99

...

Broom (I1
D):0.99

Producer (P3
B):0.96

Property-list

Instance-List
Instance-list

...

... 1.00

0.97 0.99

Has-instance

Has-property

Has-instance

Shop (A1)

Goods (B1)

Viands (C1) Daily-necessity (D1)

Name (P1
B1):0.99

BC (P2
B1):1.00

Tariff (P4
B1):0.96

...

Bread (I1
C1):1.00

Meet (I3
C1):1.00

Rice (I4
C1):0.98

Soy (I5
C1):0.96

...

Towel (I4
D1):0.98

Notepad (I3
D1):0.96

Bottle (I2
D1):1.00

...

Besom (I 1
D1):0.97

Madeby (P3
B1):0.98

Property-list

Instance-List
Instance-list

...

... 0.99

0.96 0.95

Has-instance

Has-property

Has-instance

Store (A2)

Goods (B2)

Vivers (C2) Everyday-items (D2)

Name (P1
B2):0.98

BarCode (P2
B2):0.97

Price (P3
B2):0.94

...

Bread (P1
C2):1.00

Fish (P2
C2):0.95

Pork (P3
C2):1.00

Rice (P4
C2):0.96

...

Sugar (P5
C2):0.98

Towel:0.96 (I4
D2)

Notepad:0.97 (I 3
D2)

Cup:0.94 (I 1
D2)

...

Mop:0.96 (I 2
D2)

Maker (P4
B2):0.95

Property-list

Instance-List
Instance-list

...

... 0.98

0.99 0.97

Has-instance

Has-property

Has-instance

Reference Ontology

Source Ontology1 Source Ontology2

Candy (I2
C1):1.00

Figure 6 Multiple fuzzy ontologies containing Reference Ontology and two Source Ontologies

To creating mappings, FOM-CG firstly takes these fuzzy ontologies as inputs, and transforms
them into conceptual graph sets: one R-set and two S-sets. The specific method for transformation is
provided in Section 4.1, and the result is shown in Figure 7. In this figure, a conceptual graph is
represented by a set of RE-pairs, and all the conceptual graphs belonging to the same CG set are stored
in a table.
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Is-parent-of: 1.00, B
...

Is-child-of: 1.00, A
Is-parent-of: 0.97, C

CG: A

CG: B
Is-parent-of: 0.99, D
Has-property: 0.98, P1

B

Has-property: 1.00, P2
B

...

CG: C

Is-child-of: 0.97, B
Has-instance: 1.00, I1

C

Has-instance: 0.97, I2
C

...

CG: D

Is-child-of: 0.99, B
Has-instance: 0.99, I1

D

Has-instance: 0.99, I2
D

...

R-set
Is-parent-of: 0.99, B1

...
Is-child-of: 0.99, A1

Is-parent-of: 0.96, C1

CG: A1

CG: B1Is-parent-of: 0.95, D1

Has-property: 0.99, P1
B1

Has-property: 1.00, P2
B1

...

CG: C1

Is-child-of: 0.96, B1

Has-instance: 1.00, I1
C1

Has-instance: 1.00, I2
C1

...

CG: D1

Is-child-of: 0.95, B1

Has-instance: 0.97, I1
D1

Has-instance: 1.00, I2
D1

...

S-set1

Is-parent-of: 0.98, B2

...
Is-child-of: 0.98, A2

Is-parent-of: 0.99, C2

CG: A2

CG: B2Is-parent-of: 0.97, D2

Has-property: 0.98, P1
B2

Has-property: 0.97, P2
B2

...

CG: C2

Is-child-of: 0.99, B2

Has-instance: 1.00, I1
C2

Has-instance: 0.95, I2
C2

...

CG: D2

Is-child-of: 0.97, B2

Has-instance: 0.94, I1
D2

Has-instance: 0.96, I2
D2

...

S-set2

Figure 7 Conceptual Graph sets translated from fuzzy ontologies

Next, the algorithm sim_s-s is applied to calculate similarities for CGs in which a CG belongs to
R-set and the other one belongs to S-sets. Take Conceptual Graph B and B1 as an example, FOM-CG
compares all the RE-pairs of B with the RE-pair set of B1 in turn. In every comparison, the maximum
similarity is added to the variable “Sum”. Finally, the similarity between B and B1 is calculated by
Sum/X, where X is the number of RE-pairs of B. According to these similarities, FOM-CG creates R-S
mappings shown in Figure 8, where mappings are labelled with the similarities.

CG: A

CG: B

CG: C

CG: D

R-set

CG: A2

CG: B2

CG: C2

CG: D2

S-set2

CG: A1

CG: B1

CG: C1

CG: D1

S-set1

0.98

0.96

0.97

0.96

0.96

0.97

0.94

0.95

Figure 8 R-S mappings between R-set and S-sets

Next, FOM-CG puts CGs in S-sets into groups based on R-S mappings, and labels all RE-pairs of
CGs in Sets. For example, CGs B1 and B2 in S-sets are mapped into B in R-set. Thus, they are put into
GroupB, and their RE-pairs are labelled shown in Figure 9. Here, a label of RE-pair is composed of an
index and a similarity. According to the index, FOM-CG can easily find out the similar RE-pair
belonging to the CG in R-set. Meanwhile, the similarity can be used to create S-S mappings in the next
step.
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(B1, 0.97)
(B2, 0.94)
(B3, 0.96)
(B4, 0.94)
(B5, 0.96)

...

Is-child-of: 0.99, A1

Is-parent-of: 0.96, C1

Is-parent-of: 0.95, D1

Has-property: 0.99, P1
B1

Has-property: 1.00, P2
B1

...

Is-child-of: 0.98, A2

Is-parent-of: 0.99, C2

Is-parent-of: 0.97, D2

Has-property: 0.98, P1
B2

Has-property: 0.97, P2
B2

...

(B1, 0.95)
(B2, 0.96)
(B3, 0.98)
(B4, 0.97)
(B5, 0.99)

...

LabelsRE-pairs in CG B1 RE-pairs in CG B2 Labels

The labeled CG B1 The labeled CG B2

Figure 9 The labelled CGs B1 and B2 of S-sets in GroupB

Finally, FOM-CG applies the algorithm sim_c-c to compare the labelled CGs in the same group. In
other words, any two CGs from different groups are not considered to be compared. Due to the more
simple form of labels, the algorithm sim_c-c compares labels, not RE-pairs, to calculate similarities for
the labelled CGs. Likewise S-S mappings are created by FOM-CG based on these similarities. Figure
10 shows the mappings among CG sets containing one R-set and Two S-sets, where solid lines
represent R-S mappings and broken lines represent S-S mappings. Based on these mappings, FOM-CG
generates mappings among the fuzzy ontologies.

CG: A

CG: B

CG: C

CG: D

R-set

CG: A2

CG: B2

CG: C2

CG: D2

S-set2

CG: A1

CG: B1

CG: C1

CG: D1

S-set1

0.98

0.96

0.97

0.96

0.96

0.97

0.94

0.95

0.96

0.94

0.97

0.95

Figure 10 S-S mappings among sets of CGs

6     Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a new method for fuzzy ontology mapping based on conceptual graph (FOM-
CG). It can be used to create mappings among multiple fuzzy ontologies in an application domain.
This method firstly applies a conceptual graph model to represent a fuzzy concept and all the other
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entities connecting to it with relationships. Thus, fuzzy ontologies, which contain reference ontology
and source ontologies, are transformed into sets of conceptual graph (i.e. R-set and S-sets). The
process of creating mappings in FOM-CG can be divided into two sub-processes, which are
respectively creating R-S mappings between R-set and S-sets, and creating S-S mappings among S-
sets. In the first sub-process, FOM-CG gives some algorithms to calculate similarity for conceptual
graph sets, according to the characteristics of conceptual graph. In the second sub-process, FOM-CG
uses R-S mappings to guide the mappings among S-sets. Our example demonstrates that FOM-CG is
an effective method for fuzzy ontology mapping. Especially, it performs well to create mappings
among multiple fuzzy ontologies in an application domain.

Note that our approach proposed in the paper is demonstrated on one real word problem and its
usefulness is shown. In the near future we will implement our approach in prototype software and then
test it with complex real-world application scenarios for its performance evaluation.
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